—
ABB charging
solutions for electric
truck and van fleets
First & last mile delivery

—
Pioneering the future of e-mobility
Delivering end-to-end electrification
solutions for the transport of
tomorrow, today.

Long standing experience

More than a decade in launching innovative
EV charging technology, complimented by a
century of experience in power distribution
and energy management.

Trusted problem solver

From highway to home, from EV Fleets to
retail, we are the partner of choice for the
world's biggest brands of electric vehicle
OEMs to nation-wide EV network operators.
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—
ABB charging solutions for truck
and van fleets
ABB has years of experience in designing, manufacturing, installing
and maintaining electric vehicle charging infrastructure, including
several nationwide charger networks

With increasing air pollution levels in
cities and a stronger public commitment to cleaner transportation, electric truck and van fleet for First & last
mile delivery offer a great opportunity
to reduce CO2 emissions, while also reducing operational costs.
Heavy-duty trucking is one of the main
challenge! While it represent only 1% of
total fleet vehicles, it is responsible for
a disproportionate 25% share of global
road emissions.

ABB offers a total EV charging solution
from compact, high quality AC wallboxes, reliable DC fast charging stations with robust connectivity, to
digital solution like site energy management, and deploys infrastructure
that meet the needs of the next generation of smarter mobility.
ABB's EV chargers offer 99% uptime
and through intelligent asset management, will help to reduce energy costs
and optimize fleet operations.

—
Key values

High reliability

Flexibility

Interoperability

ABB EV chargers and the Services
solutions are designed for high reliability and continuous performance offering a peace of mind
for the customers and users.

A complete range of products,
such as All-in-one or decentralized
chargers, available with a power
rating of 22-350 kW including sequential charging and parallel
charging to answer most of the
needs.

Fully compliant with the
international standards &
validated with a large number
of EV OEMs ensuring a continuity
in use for operators, and a maximum availability for users.
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—
ABB charging solutions for truck
and van fleets

Overnight charging
Truck or van fleet that have short daily operating
cycles often rely on overnight charging when a
lower power can be used to charge the vehicles.
The charging is spread out over the night when
the fleet of vehicle is parked reducing the energy
consumption and grid connection costs.
Vehicles and charging solution need to be perfectly matched to prevent surprises in the morning. ABB has a lot of experience from Bus depots.
We have learned that every depot and application
is different and require a scala of charging connector options.
Fast and En-route charging
Charging can be done during daily operation at
any given stop such as road-side station or rest
opportunity like logistic depot. This so called fast
charging and En-route charging provide an ideal
solution to ensure zero-emission transport
during the day without impacting the normal
operation on the route.

Charging interfaces
CCS interface charging powers start at 22 kW and
can be extended up to 150 kW for overnight
charging and up to 350 kW for opportunity
charging and en-route charging.
Fleet management
The PANION EV Charge Planner plans and
executes vehicle individual charging schedules
for commercial fleets. This management solution
for EV fleets and their respective charging infrastructures allows customers to keep grid effects
and costs at a minimum, while ensuring effective
operations of their EV fleet.
Energy managment
The EV Site Solution enables smart optimization
of EV charging performance based site conditions at any given point in time. It will ensure that
the site’s fixed allocation of electricity is not exceeded and can reduce or eliminate the need for
costly grid upgrades. The available power will be
shared among all connected vehicles in an optimized way to reduce grid connection costs.
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Flexibility
The truck and van fleet charging product line offers a wide range of chargers, providing maximum flexibility to the operator or fleet owner to
electrify a complete fleet of trucks or vans with
required power level.

Future proof
ABB products support a wide output voltage
range of 150 – 850 V DC and some products
even up to 920 V DC, supporting todays and
next generation of electric vehicles.
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Complies with international standards
ABB’s chargers are designed to the highest international electrical, quality and safety standards,
including IEC 61851-23, guaranteeing safe and reliable operation in public areas.

Always connected – remote service & data
management
ABB chargers come with an extensive suite of
connectivity features including remote monitoring, remote management and smart software upgradeability. These advanced services enable high
uptime of the equipment, a fast response to
problems and provide owners of chargers with
powerful insight into statistics of their charging
operation.

Interoperability
Use the same charging infrastructure for different vehicle configurations and different vehicle
makes.

Modular design
The modular power cabinets can be expanded at
any time, allowing customers to invest in increasing charging power in line with the emergence of
higher-capacity in the (near) future.

ABB is your experienced partner
The new fast charging solution is based on ABB’s
solid experience in charging solutions for electric
vehicles. Since early 2010, ABB has sold more than
21,000 fast charging systems for electric vehicles
around the world and is a global leader in this
market.
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—
Chargers portfolio
Enough space
around the EV

Limited space
around the EV

No space
around the EV

Installed on the ground

Installed on wall, pedestal or mobile

Overhead installed (ceiling)

Overnight charging
—
Terra AC
wallbox
—
Terra DC
wallbox

22 kW

50 kW
—
Terra 54 HV

—
Terra 54 HV
Mobile

90 kW
—
Terra 94 C HVC

107 kW

120 kW

Fast and En-route charging

350 kW

—
HVC 107 CCS
Control box
—
HVC 107 C CR
Control box

—
HVC 160 Depot box
Single CCS outlet (1)
—
HVC 160 Depot box
Dual CCS outlet (2)

—
HVC 160 CCS
Control box
—
HVC 160 CR
Control box

—
Terra 124 C
Single outlet
—
Terra 124 CC
Dual outlet

160 kW

180 kW

—
HVC 107 Depot box
Single CCS outlet (1)
—
HVC 107 C Depot box
Dual CCS outlet (2)

—
Terra 184 C HVC
—
Terra 184 CC HVC

—
Terra HP 350
with CP500 C

(1) Sequential charging possible with up to 3 outlets
(2) Sequential charging possible with up to 4 outlets

A B B C H A R G I N G S O L U T I O N S F O R T R U C K A N D VA N F L E E T S

Sequential charging
Instead of having one charger per vehicle, ABB offers sequential charging for the 100 kW up to 160
kW chargers. A single power cabinet is paired
with up to three depot charge boxes. After the
first vehicle has finished charging, the next vehicle will start charging automatically.
The advantages are:
• Vehicles are charged with high power, maximizing vehicle availability
• The required grid connection is smaller, reducing initial investments and operational costs
• Optimal utilization of installed infrastructure,
meaning lower investments in charging
equipment
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Charging schedule
Truck 1
11:00 pm – 01:20 am

Truck 2
01:21 am – 03:40 am

Truck 3
03:41 am – 06:00 am

• At 6 am, the entire fleet will be ready

Charging order
100%

Parrallel charging
Two vehicles can be charged at the same time using a single charger with two outlet (Terra DC fast
charger, Terra HP, Depot charge box). If only one
vehicle is plugged to the charge post, it will take
100% of the available power. As soon as a second
vehicle is plugged to the charge post, the available power per vehicle will be split (50%/50%)
over the two vehicles.
Once one of the vehicle will be fully charged, the
second one will take 100% of the available power.
The advantages are:
• 2 vehicles charge at the same time, maximizing
vehicle availability
• The required grid connection is smaller, reducing initial investments and operational costs
• Optimal utilization of installed infrastructure,
meaning lower investments in charging
equipment

Truck 1 is the only one being
charged
100% of the available power is
used by Truck 1

100%

100%

Truck 1 and Truck 2 are now
plugged at the same time
The available power is shared
equaly : 50% each

50%

50%

100%

Truck 1 is fully charged
Truck 2 is is now the only one
being charged
100% of the available power is
used by Truck 2

100%
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—
Overnight charging
at logistic depot or parking
—
Control box with cable management system
Perfect for limited space around the vehicle

Designed for overhead constructions like a roof,
canopy or truss structure making, it is a perfect
solution to charge trucks or vans, from 107 kW up
to 160 kW, in site layout without space around the
vehicle. It prevents the cable from hanging down
or laying on the ground. The cable just hang down
close to the vehicle inlet.

—
HVC CR Control box with
Motorized cable reel system

2 cable managment system are available:
Motorized cable reel system
• Easy to use: the cable managment is effortless
• Optimum interface: Several option to move the
cable up and down such as remote control, push
buttons or sensor
• Safe operation: no hanging cable
Simple retractation system *
• Easy to install: can be mounted
• Easy to use: available for different cable lengths
• Cost saving: lower price
* For Simple retraction system information and availability, please consult us.

—
HVC CCS Control box with
Simple retraction system

—
Depot box
The small footprint charging solution for overnight charging

Single CCS outlet
It offers from 100 kW to 150 kW power charging.
A single power cabinet can be install with up to three
depot charge boxes for sequential charging.
• 7 or 9.5m cable length
• Space saving: Wall or pedestal mounting
• Sequential charging up to 3 outlets

Dual CCS output
It improves ABB's HVC charger solution portfolio by
providing an upgraded sequential charging offer to
supply up to 4 outlets, with 107 to 160 kW power
charging, in a smaller footprint and lower cost.

—
HVC 107 Depot box Single CCS outlet

• Sequential charging over 4 outlets possible
• Wall or pedestal mounting
• Same width & height as the single outlet Depot box

—
HVC 107 Depot box Dual CCS outlet
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—
Overnight charging
at logistic depot or parking
—
Terra AC Wallbox
The best AC value charger

Terra AC wallbox provides tailored, intelligent and
networked charging solutions from 3 up to 22 kW
for cars or small vans at any business location.
• High value quality: cost effective solution
• Smart functionality: optimal charging power
allocation
• Safety: built-in protection

—
Fast charging
at logistic depot or parking
—
Terra HVC all-in-one DC fast charger
The fast and modular charging solution
in compact footprint
The Terra HV(C) chargers, including Terra 54, Terra 94,
Terra 124 and Terra 184 is an all-in-one solution in
compact size offering a wide power range of
50-180 W. The modular design allows all the model to
be upgraded up to 180 kW charging power and 400 A
charging on CCS connectors.
• Upgradable design: modular 30 kW power module
• Flexible to use: single or dual outlet
• Space saving: compact footprint
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—
Fast charging
at road-side station or logistic depot
—
Terra High Power
The fastest continuous charging

The Terra HP charger is a decentralized charging
solution (the power cabinet is separated from the
charge post) that can charge one vehicle at up to
350 kW and 500 A or two vehicles simultaneously
at up to 175 kW and 375 A.
It offers a premium charging experience with
high output power at low noise levels, a long
charge cable with cable retraction system, small
footprint of the user unit, and several authentication, payment and customization options.
• Maximum vehicle availability: perfect fit for
en-route or fast charging at depot
• Premium user experience: easy to use
• Profitable operation: built for business

—
Mobile or wall mounted charging
at workshop or service center
—
Terra DC Wallbox
The smart e-mobility investment
Terra DC wallbox is a flexible charger mounted on
a wall or kart supporting current and future EVs
up to 24 kW charging, applicable to a wide variety
of use cases, in an ultra-compact footprint, that
is safe and reliable
• Intelligent design: compact, convenient,
connected and movable on kart
• Futureproof: ROI maximized
• Safety: built-in protection

—
Terra 54 HV Mobile
Ideally suited solution for highway
corridor and EV fleet operations
The Terra 54HV Mobile is a movable charging system
suitable for multiple applications. It can charge up to
50 kW power via different charging protocols such as
CCS1, CCS2 and AC-type 2.
It is a great solution for services shops or for back up
charging in a depot.
• Easy to use: movable charger
• Easy to install: no heavy work required
• Profitable operation: convenient for HVC
* For Terra 54 HV Mobile product information and availability, please consult us
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—
Charger with connector
Technical specifications

Charging interface
CCS cable integrated
Depot charge box
CCS control box
CR control box
CP500 charge post
Dual charge session
Sequential charging
Communication
Product information
DC output current (2)
DC output power rating
DC output voltage
Input AC power rating
(400 V AC at 50 Hz)
Input AC power rating
(480 V AC at 60 Hz)
Input AC power rating
(600 V AC at 60 Hz)
Input voltage range
Power factor
Integrated cable length
Distance between charger
& charging interface
CCS cables maximum current
Connector Types
Efficiency
Cellular communication
General characteristics
IP and IK rating
Enclosure type
Operational attitude
Operation temperature range (3)
Temperature derating
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Mass
Color
User interface
Connectivity
Communication protocols
Emergency button
HMI
RFID reader
Configuration
Software update
Control and configuration
Certification and standards
Charging system
Communication to the EV
Communication to the backend
Electro-Magnetic Compatibility
Compliance
Warranty

AC wallbox

DC wallbox (1)

Yes
-

Yes
-

1-phase 32 A, 7.4 kW
3-phase 32 A, 22 kW
32 A, 7.7 kW

60 A
24 kW
150-920 V
3-phase 40 A, 24 kVA

-

-

1-phase: 110- 240 V
3-phase: 380-415 V, 50 or 60 Hz
5m
-

CE: 400 V AC +/- 10% (50 Hz or 60 Hz)
UL: 480 or 600 V AC +/- 10% (50 Hz or 60 Hz) (2)
≥ 0.96
7m
-

Type 2 socket with or without shutter / Type 1 or type 2
cable.
EU: GSM, 4G, LTE, WCDMA
US: 4G, LTE, WCDMA

3-phase 32 A, 24 kVA

60 A
CCS2 or CHAdeMO
> 95% peak
GSM / 4G / LTE

PC/ASA

IP-54 and IK-10 (cabinet) / IK-8 (touchscreen)
Stainless steel

-35°C to +50°C
(Derating may apply)
320 x 195 x 110 mm
6.5 kg

-35°C to +55°C
Linear derating 45-55°C
770 x 584 x 294 mm
60 kg

Wifi, Ethernet (RJ45), Bluetooth, RS485, 4G / 3G
OCPP 1.6 and RS485
-

Internet access via 4G / 3G / Ethernet (RJ45)
OCPP 1.5 / 1.6 and OPC-UA
Yes
7" LCD high-contrast touchscreen for chargers with
integrated CCS cable
Optional for chargers with integrated CCS cable

Up to 2000 m

RAL 9003

ABB RFID card (1 included) or ChargerSync™ app and
portal

Over-the-air updates via ABB web portal, OCPP 1.6 (or App for AC wallbox)
ABB web portal or App ABB web portal, on-board service portal, OCPP 1.6,
OPC-UA
IEC 61851-1 ed 3, IEC 61851-21-2 ed 1, IEC 61851-23 ed 1,
IEC 61851-24 ed 1, IEC 62196-2, IEC 62196-3, IEC 61000
DIN 70121, ISO/IEC 15118 series ed 1
OCPP 1.6 JSON
EMC-Class B Radiated and Conducted
CE, CB, MID, UL certification
CE and UL certification
Base warranty 24 months after Site Acceptance Test or 30 months after factory delivery. Warranty extensions available

(1) DC wallbox also available for single phase
(2) Maximum output current could be limited by the charging interface
(3) According to IEC 62196-1, for higher temperatures derating might occur
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—
Charger with connector
Technical specifications

Charging interface
CCS cable integrated
Depot charge box
CCS control box
CR control box
CP500 charge post
Dual charge session
Sequential charging
Communication
Product information
DC output current (1)
DC output power rating
DC output voltage
Input AC power rating
(400 V AC at 50 Hz)
Input AC power rating
(480 V AC at 60 Hz)
Input AC power rating
(600 V AC at 60 Hz)
Input voltage range
Power factor
Integrated cable length
Distance between charger
& charging interface
CCS cables maximum current
Connector Types
Efficiency
Cellular communication
General characteristics
IP and IK rating
Enclosure type
Operational attitude
Operation temperature range (2)
Temperature derating

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Mass
Color
User interface
Connectivity
Communication protocols
Emergency button
HMI
RFID reader
Configuration
Software update
Control and configuration
Certification and standards
Charging system
Communication to the EV
Communication to the backend
Electro-Magnetic Compatibility
Compliance
Warranty

Terra 54 HV

Terra 94 HVC

Terra 124 HVC

Terra 184 HVC

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
Optional
-

Yes
Optional
-

125 A
50 kW

200 A
90 kW

200 A
120 kW

200 A
180 kW

88 A,
55 kVA
73 A,
55 kVA
-

140 A,
96 kVA
116 A,
96 kVA
-

187 A,
128 kVA
156 A,
128 kVA
-

280 A,
192 kVA
233 A,
192 kVA
-

-

-

-

200 A

200 A

200 A

1900 x 565
x 880 mm
395 kg

1900 x 565
x 880 mm
395 kg

150-920 V

CE: 400 V AC +/- 10% (50 Hz or 60 Hz)
UL: 480 or 600 V AC +/- 10% (50 Hz or 60 Hz) (2)
≥ 0.96
8m 7m
125 A
CCS1 or CCS2
> 95% peak
GSM / 4G / LTE

IP-54 and IK-10 (cabinet) / IK-8 (touchscreen)
Stainless steel
Up to 2000 m
-35°C to +55°C
90-120-180 kW: Up to +40 °C, no power derating.
+45 °C: Full power for the first 15 minutes, then 10% derating
+50 °C: Full power for the first 15 minutes, then 20% derating
+55 °C: Full power for the first 15 minutes, then 30% derating
1900 x 565
1900 x 565
x 780 mm
x 880 mm
325 kg
350 kg
RAL 9003

Internet access via 4G / 3G / Ethernet (RJ45)
OCPP 1.5 / 1.6 and OPC-UA
Yes for chargers with integrated CCS cable, for others on the charging interface
7" LCD high-contrast touchscreen for chargers with integrated CCS cable
Optional for chargers with integrated CCS cable
Over-the-air updates via ABB web portal, OCPP 1.6
ABB web portal, on-board service portal, OCPP 1.6, OPC-UA
IEC 61851-1 ed 3, IEC 61851-21-2 ed 1, IEC 61851-23 ed 1, IEC 61851-24 ed 1, IEC 62196-2, IEC 62196-3, IEC 61000
DIN 70121, ISO/IEC 15118 series ed 1
OCPP 1.6 JSON
EMC-Class B Radiated and Conducted
CE and UL certification
Base warranty 24 months after Site Acceptance Test or 30 months after factory delivery. Warranty extensions available

(1) Maximum output current could be limited by the charging interface
(2) According to IEC 62196-1, for higher temperatures derating might occur
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—
Charging interface with connector
Technical specifications
Depot charge box

Depot charge
box double CCS

CCS control box

CR control box

Terra HP CP500

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

Main features
Overnight charging
Opportunity charging

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Optimized for hanging cable

CCS cable integrated

-

-

Yes

-

-

Compatible with Cable Reel

-

-

-

Yes

-

Optional

Yes

Optional

Optional

-

CAN2Fiber

CAN2Ethernet

CAN2Ethernet

CAN2Ethernet

CAN2Fiber

200 A

200 A for CCS1
250 A peak for CCS2

200 A

200 A

500 A

DC output power rating

100-160 kW

100-160 kW

100-160 kW

100-160 kW

350 kW

Cable length

7 m / 9.5 m

7 m / 9.5 m

7m

-

5.3 m

-

-

-

10 m according to
standards

-

Sequential charging
Communication
Product information
DC output current rating (1)

Distance between charging
interface & cable reel
Connector Types

CCS1 / CCS2

CCS1 / CCS2 /
CHAdeMO

General characteristics
IP and IK rating

IP-65

IP54, IK10
(screen: IK08)

Enclosure type

Stainless steel

Environment

Indoor / Outdoor

Stainless steel /
Aluminium
Indoor

Indoor / Outdoor

Dimensions (H x W x D)

940 x 699 x
240 mm

940 x 699 x
280 mm

450 x 600 x
250 mm

450 x 600 x
250 mm

2458 x 590 x
425 mm

Mass

65 kg
(7 m cable)

103 kg
(2x 7m cable)

50 kg

30 kg
(excl. cable reel)

250 kg

Color

RAL 9002

RAL 9003

User interface
Emergency button

Yes & external option

Option for external emergency button

-

Stop button

Yes & external option

Option for external emergency button

-

LED indicator

Yes 3 color LED, Red/ Green/ Blue & external option

LED strip

HMI

-

-

-

-

15" high brightness

RFID reader

-

-

-

-

Yes

(1) Limited by CCS cable

A B B C H A R G I N G S O L U T I O N S F O R T R U C K A N D VA N F L E E T S
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—
Power cabinets
Technical specifications
HVC 107 V2

Charging interface
CCS cable integrated
Depot charge box
CCS control box
CR control box
CP500 charge post
Dual charge session
Sequential charging
Communication
Product information
DC output current (1)
DC output peak power rating
DC output voltage
Input AC power rating
(400 V AC at 50 Hz)
Input AC power rating
(480 V AC at 60 Hz)
Input AC power rating
(600 V AC at 60 Hz)
Input voltage range
Power factor
Integrated cable length
Distance between charger
& charging interface
CCS cables maximum current
Connector Types
Efficiency
Cellular communication
General characteristics
IP and IK rating
Enclosure type / environment
Operational attitude
Operation temperature range (2)
Temperature derating

Dimensions (H x W x D)
Mass
Color
User interface
Connectivity
Communication protocols
Emergency button
HMI
RFID reader
Configuration
Software update
Control and configuration
Certification and standards
Charging system
Communication to the EV
Communication to the backend
Electro-Magnetic Compatibility

Compliance
Warranty

HVC 160 V2

Terra HP

Yes
Yes
Yes
Optional
CAN2Ethernet

Yes
Yes
Yes
Optional
CAN2Ethernet

Yes
CAN2Fiber

200 A
90 kW

280 A
160 kW

500 A
350 kW
150-920 V
554 A,
384 kVA
462 A,
384 kVA
370 A,
384 kVA

150-850 V
170 A,
117 kVA
140 A,
117 kVA
113 A,
117 kVA
CE: 400 V AC +/- 10% (50 Hz or 60 Hz)
UL: 480 or 600 V AC +/- 10% (50 Hz(2) or 60 Hz)
≥ 0.96
100 m standard and up to 150 m with long distance package

254 A,
175 kVA
212 A,
175 kVA
170 A,
175 kVA

-

-

≥ 0.97
65 m

-

-

94-96%
GSM / 4G / LTE

≥ 94% at full load

IP-54 and IK-10
Stainless steel / indoor and outdoor
Up to 2000 m
-35°C to +55°C
Up to 50°C, no power derating. For higher temperatures derating might occur

2030 x 1170 x 770 mm
1290 kg

2030 x 1170 x 770 mm
1340 kg

Up to 40°C no power derating.
+45°C: 5% derating
+50°C: 10% derating
+55°C: 5% derating
2030 x 1170 x 770 mm (2 x)
1340 kg (x2)

RAL 9002
Internet access via 4G / 3G / Ethernet (RJ45)
OCPP 1.5 / 1.6 and OPC-UA
Yes for chargers with integrated CCS cable, for others on the charging
interface
7" LCD high-contrast touchscreen for chargers with integrated CCS cable
Optional for chargers with integrated CCS cable

In the charger post
In the charger post
In the charger post
In the charger post
In the charger post

Over-the-air updates via ABB web portal, OCPP 1.6
ABB web portal, on-board service portal, OCPP 1.6, OPC-UA
IEC 61851-1 ed 3, IEC 61851-21-2 ed 1, IEC 61851-23 ed 1, IEC 61851-24 ed 1, IEC 62196-2, IEC 62196-3, IEC 61000
DIN 70121, ISO/IEC 15118 series ed 1
OCPP 1.6 JSON
EMC-Class B Radiated and Conducted
Standard: Class A (industrial)
Optional: Class B (residential) with
external filter
CE and UL certification
CE, cTUVus for UL and Canada
Base warranty 24 months after Site Acceptance Test or 30 months after factory delivery. Warranty extensions available

(1) Maximum output current could be limited by the charging interface
(2) According to IEC 62196-1, for higher temperatures derating might occur
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—
Optimized energy management for
electric vehicle charging sites
EVSS Control 100
The EV Site Solution enables smart optimization
of EV charging performance based site conditions at any given point in time. It will ensure that
the site’s fixed allocation of electricity is not ex-

ceeded and can reduce or eliminate the need for
costly grid upgrades. The available power will be
shared among all connected vehicles in an optimized way to reduce energy cost.

—
Why EVSS Control 100?
Reduces costs
• Reduce or eliminate necessary grid upgrade
when installing more charging capacity
(CAPEX savings).
• Avoid penalty costs for energy demand
peaks (OPEX savings).
Highest charger utilization
• Prevents site power outages as a result of
total charging power exceeding the site’s
grid connection limit.
• Increase the number of charge points on site
and optimize the energy usage among outlets.
Future proof
• Scalable by design. Can be upgraded in the
future to support additional chargers
of EVSS that can be used on a site.
• Over-the-air software updates enable new
optimization features and services as they
are developed.

—
Where is it used?
Logistic depot: Safe
and reliable charging
of your business
critical operation, with
clear insight in
charging behavior and
optimizing costs.

En-routee fast charging
station: The refuel
station of the future for
connecting cities and
providing the fastest
charge possible in the
shortest amount of
time.

Sites with mutiple
DC chargers

Fleet Depot: As more
companies seek to reduce
their carbon footprint,
significant progress is
achieved by converting their
vehicle fleets to electric and
upgrading their depots with
charging infrastructure
Public parking:: As
commercial businesses
seek to attract a growing
population of EV drivers,
accessible charging
infrastructure is needed
within public parking areas.

A B B C H A R G I N G S O L U T I O N S F O R T R U C K A N D VA N F L E E T S
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—
Why energy management
is important?
—
Bus Depot Example: 10 Buses, 300kWh Battery each, 10 x 100 kW chargers
Without energy management
700

Oversized grid connection to avoid site black outs
Peak consumption costs

600
Loss of charging
operations

Power (kW)

500

CAPEX impact:
Requires electrical
infrastructure upgrades

400

300

200

100

OPEX impact:
Higher energy cost

23:00

24:00

21:00

22:00

20:00

19:00

18:00

17:00

16:00

15:00

13:00

14:00

11:00

12:00

10:00

9:00

7:00

8:00

5:00

6:00

4:00

2:00

3:00

1:00

0

Time
Charger 1

Charger 2

Charger 3

Charger 4

Charger 7

Charger 8

Charger 9

Charger 10

Charger 5

Charger 6

With energy management
700

600

Power (kW)

500
No overloading
or black-outs

400
Required grid connection**
300

Peak consumption target*

200
No energy
penalties

100

Faster return
on investment

0:00

23:00

24:00

22:00

21:00

20:00

19:00

18:00

17:00

16:00

15:00

13:00

14:00

12:00

11:00

10:00

9:00

7:00

8:00

5:00

6:00

4:00

2:00

3:00

1:00

0

Time
Charger 1

Charger 2

Charger 3

Charger 4

Charger 7

Charger 8

Charger 9

Charger 10

** No need to increase grid connection = CapEx savings
* Peak reduction = OpEx savings

Charger 5

Charger 6
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—
Delivering more value with
end-to-end solutions
_
EV site Solution (EVSS)
Charging sites with multiple DC chargers will
benefit from smart optimization of EV charging
performance with ABS'S EV Site Solution (EVSS)
controllers.
—
To learn more about
ABS'S EV site Solution
click and open the
dedicated brochure
EVSS control 100

—

SMART MOBILIT Y

Optimized energy management
for electric vehicle chargers
EVSS Control 100

• Reduces cost
• Highest charger utilization
• Future-proof

Over-the-air software updates enable new optimization features and services as they are developed, such as energy forecasting.

_
ABB service Level Agreement (SLA)
ABB offers a modular service solution that can
be tailored to your specific needs, from remote
proactive monitoring to training programs and
tools to support your own service teams. Allow
ABB to create a service program that ensures the
highest uptime and reliability for your critical
EV charging operation.
•
•
•
•

Preventative maintenance
Remote monitoring and diagnostics
Spare parts programs on-site repairs
Training and certification for 3rd-party service
providers
• Online collaborative service tools through
ABB Ability connected services
• Over-the-air upgrades and services

—
Optimized charging
EVSS Control 100

• Reduce CAPEX costs for grid upgrades by efficiently managing energy use according to existing site capacity.
• Reduce OPEX by avoiding penalty costs for high
energy demand peaks.
• Prevent power outages as a result of exceeding
site's grid connection limit
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—
ABB Ability™ Connected Services Platform
Enabling your charging operation
Choosing ABB as a supplier for charging infrastructure means having access to best
in class Connected Services to maximize the availability of chargers while ensuring
seamless integration at minimal cost. This includes connectivity management,
Web tools and advanced integration options using our Internet based APIs.
Digital integration of an ABB EV charger
ABB has vast experience in the operation of
EV chargers and can support various digital
integration models depending on customer
preferences. Chargers can be operated by
connecting to the ABB Ability platform via a
cloud-to-cloud OCPP API or by using a direct
OCPP connection from the charger directly to
the customer IT system.

—
OCPP API Concept
The ABB Ability™ Connected Services Platform
The core of ABB’s Connected Services offering is
a cloud-based platform to which chargers are
connected, and from which digital services are
offered.
Scalability and flexibility
By using ABB’s modern cloud platform as a
connection point, operators limit the cost and
risk related to designing and operating a scalable
IT setup that must be capable of connecting large
numbers of chargers with highest reliability.
ABB’s expertise in connecting thousands of
chargers and managing IoT (Internet of Things)
platforms is a great benefit to customers, who
can thus avoid building up their own operations
and infrastructure for such services.
Minimize investments in IT infrastructure
The ability to rely on ABBs service platform with
extensive technical support features, allows
operators to focus their back office on network
monitoring and offering innovative e-mobility
services such as driver access management,
billing and fleet management. Advanced remote
diagnostics and troubleshooting features, which
are by nature hardware specific and require in
depth knowhow of the equipment, can be
minimized and are covered by ABB’s services and
Web tools.

Best in class service and support
Next to our offering of industry standard
protocols such as OCPP, ABB can additionally
provide very detailed real-time diagnostic data.
This enables the best possible remote services,
considerably reduced operations cost, and firsttime right on-site support.
High uptime and reliability of Connected
Services
The ABB Connected Services Platform is based
on leading cloud technology with redundantly
operating server environments on different
geographical locations in Europe. It complies
with the highest security standards. Privacy is
guaranteed as ABB only processes technical
charger data and anonymous user data. Advanced
encryption technology ensures that data on the
charger and on the platform is safe. The Platform
is monitored 24/7 by the ABB Network Operation
Center (NOC). This ensures professional and
prompt action in case of network or platform
issues.
Operator back office,
B2C applications

API based
OCPP 1.5 integration

Web tools
customer
ABB EVCI
platform

Web tools
ABB service

ABB managed connectivity
with extended protocol
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E V CHARGING INFR ASTRUCTURE

Web Tools
Monitor and manage chargers
in real-time
ABB browser-based Web tools for
online charger management
provide charging infrastructure
operators with real-time status
information, usage statistics,
remote service capabilities and
user authentication modes to
monitor and operate their
chargers – from individual sites to
multi-hub networks. Driver

—
ABB has thousands of
connected chargers
around the world
equipped for remote
services that include
ABB’s suite of easyto- use Web Tools.

Web Tools Modules
Driver Care
Driver care is the optimal tool for monitoring
and reporting on a charging network. Features
include status, statistics, configuration settings,
cases and notifications. Driver Care best
supports operators without a back-office, or
as a monitoring tool in addition to a back
office system.

Payment Management
Payment management enables operators to
configure payment options on chargers equipped
with a payment terminal. Pricing per outlet can be
set, and behavior of the payment terminal can be
configured. The operator is provided with full
insight in all payment transactions per charger,
per day.

Charger Care
Charger Care is an advanced service tool for
operators and service partners to do remote
diagnostics, troubleshooting and repair with
a broad set of data and component level
management. Due to the advanced capabilities
of Charger Care web tools, a training and
certification is required.

Authorization Management
Authorization Management, an optional module
in Driver Care, is a simple, flexible method for
managing charger access by specifying a list of
RFID cards or PIN codes. Access management
tools are ideal for limited-use chargers in publicly
accessible areas or to track usage in private
locations.

—
For more information please contact:
ABB E-mobility
Heertjeslaan 6
2629 JG Delft
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 70 307 6200
E-mail: info.evci@nl.abb.com
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